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Introduction 
F R A N K  L .  S C H I C K  
THEI D E A  T O  DIRECT the attention of librarians, 
educators and all those responsible for library development to prob- 
lems of the future occurred originally to the writer in 1947. Working 
on a survey of public library administrative problems,l he found that 
agenda of library trustee board meetings were indicative of future 
policy changes, in this case the recognition of the significance of 
audio-visual materials for public library use. Lack of time precluded 
a follow-up of this type of study. 
At the annual conference of the A.B.P.C. in 1956, F. H. Wagman's 
paper on the future of academic libraries 2 was a reminder that look-
ing ahead demographically could yield useful insights for administra- 
tive decisions. The most direct invitation to tackle the problem was 
supplied by R. M. Hall, former Assistant Commissioner (of Educa- 
tion) for Research, who commented in the fall of 1958 that the 
statistical work of the Library Services Branch relating to schools and 
libraries is sound but provides few guidelines for the planning of 
future needs. This criticism provided the shock of recognition which 
led to action. 
As a result, possible approaches for a broadly-gauged survey were 
discussed with J. G. Lorenz, Director of the Library Services Branch, 
who provided every encouragement and assistance to arrange for 
such a study, which was to cover all major fields of Librarianship. 
It was agreed that this project be undertaken outside the Library 
Services Branch to permit the participation of the many skilled 
specialists who would be assisted by our staff. An approach to the 
Editor of Library Trends revealed his interest, and these issues are 
the result. 
Points of departure for an exploration into the future of libraries 
were recently made in several instances which seem particularly 
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appropriate. The American Library Association prepared for its 1961 
Cleveland Conference an exhibit under the title “Libraries in the 
Sixties, ALA Goals for Action.” Three panels here reproduced indicate 
graphically the gaps between the standards of school, college and 
university, and public libraries and the present status. J. N. Gardner 
stated recently that the “1960‘s should be a great decade for agencies 
with a special responsibility to facilitate learning outside the formal 
system, such as libraries, university extension divisons and adult edu- 
cation departments of public schools. The one hazard ahead is that 
heavy enrollments and straitened finances may lead universities and 
boards of education to cut the budget of what seems a peripheral 
activity. This must be avoided. It is no longer ~er iphera l .”~  
Gilbert Highet, while discussing the future of knowledge, looked 
farther ahead when he wrote: 
Three areas of human effort in which we can hope for massive 
progress during the next century, and in which progress will most 
surely benefit humanity, are literacy, land use, and public health. Of 
these, the one in which most progress is possible i; surely literacy. 
Together with that, we may hope for the steady expansion of li- 
braries throughout the world. No library is useless. The smallest local 
collection of books may contain unique treasures or inspire a genius. 
Every library is an assertion of man’s durable trust in intelligence as 
a protection against irrationalism, force, time, and death. A town or 
church or school without an adequate collection of books is only half 
alive. Indeed, libraries are far more necessary now than benefactors 
like Carnegie ever imagined, because, in the constantly growing flood 
of useless and distracting appeals to our surface attention-rapidly 
written magazine articles, flimsy and fragmentary newspapers, and 
torrents of talk, talk, talk pouring from the radio-they provide a 
place to rest, be quiet, step off the moving platform of the Moment, 
and think.‘ 
Libraries, while basically in agreement with this statement, would 
not have it left unsaid that their concept of library service reaches 
now beyond books towards the records of human thought and imagi- 
nation, toward all the manifestations of man’s unconquerable mind, 
regardless of their format, be it a book, pamphlet, disc or film. Li- 
braries are not merely a silent refuge from the noise abroad, but in 
themselves throbbing creations of our civilization, ready to accept 
youth and the aged to share with them enduring values and temporary 
fancy. 
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An entirely different aspect of future development of libraries 
deals with the automation of information storage and retrieval and 
the science of miniaturization. J, G.Kemeny recently estimated that 
a “book page would occupy about one square millimeter.” “Thus,” he 
explains, “more than 645 pages could be stored on a square inch [of 
tape] .” 5 
As envisaged by this mathematician, library materials on tape 
would permit random access. “Instead of using a traditional card 
catalog,” he forecasts, “a scholar would find the volume or article he 
sought by using something equivalent to a telephone dial system.” 
Such a central library would be linked to other libraries by a com- 
munications cable. This forecast would indicate that individual li- 
braries are destined to continue to play their role and to succeed 
through their proven talent for combining adherence to values of 
the past with adaptation to new technological developments. 
The “Century 21” Exhibit to be held during 1962 in Seattle, Wash- 
ington, plans to include a “Library 21,” which would display these 
concepts through appropriate equipment and technologies adaptable 
to library purposes by demonstrating typical library resources and 
services which can best be handled centrally because smaller satellite 
libraries would lack sufficient staff, resources or funds. “Library 21” 
will stress the value of interlibrary communication and cooperation 
and will attempt to integrate machines into an environment of books 
and will display new equipment, imaginative ideas and advanced 
library programs for individual services. As now envisaged, it would 
show the library as the community’s information center by providing 
an active environment for adult and self education, research and 
recreation. 
Where libraries are to proceed from here to render services which 
a dynamic society is most likely to require, expect, and demand is 
given with detailed emphasis in the following papers. It is hoped that 
they will serve as significant guideposts for challenging opportunities 
and their solutions. 
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